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THE BEST OR NOTHING

The best vehicle in its size on the market. The premium 

vehicle that will meet your highest expectations. The Mer-

cedes-based Yosemite has no complexes, as standard we 

equip your vehicle with the highest standards in safety, com-

fort and connectivity; MBUX, climate control, led headlights, 

heated comfort seats and a long etcetera, if you want more 

we have the best; Exclusive upholstery in the best natural 

leathers, electrically adjustable seats, 360 camera and a uni-

verse of extras to match your needs.
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LIMITLESS ADVENTURE

Adventure is not incompatible with comfort, the Juliacamper Yo-

semite offers a balanced space in its different areas, living room, 

bathroom, kitchen and bedroom. We prioritize the lounge and 

rest area with maximum modularity without fanfare.

Enjoy the living room and feel at home, exclusive details such 

as its modular table, lighting with dimmer, diesel-electric truma 

heating and configure options such as the heated floor in the 
dining area.

The fantastic seats ensure comfort on long trips or stays, the 

windows come with double glazing and solar treatment, all the 

details are designed to offer the best in its category, it offers er-

gonomic led exterior light as standard and pre-installation for 

the electric retractable step .

Ergonomic seats have many definitions.
Isofix is   standard for the rear seats.
As an option you can order heated seats
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GOURMET
The spacious kitchen that the Yosemite has will allow you to 

face any challenge, it will allow you to prepare your most ex-

quisite recipes wherever you are. It is equipped with two gas 

burners, adjustable pressure taps and an elegant 90-liter com-

pressor fridge that does not It will be affected by high outside 

temperatures.

The practicality of its location allows it to be used also from the 

outside. Its autonomy is not reduced since it has a high-power 

solar panel as standard. The drawers have soft closing and su-

perior quality runners.

The multipurpose extension table will allow you to extend the 

kitchen space or use it as an outdoor accessory table to enjoy 

your aperitif in the shade of the optional outdoor awning.

Enjoy with maximum autonomy, the Yosemite has 150 

liters of sanitary water. Refueling distances are not a 

problem on impossible journeys.
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FEEL LIKE 
AT HOME

The bathroom has all the necessary elements in an integra-

ted way so that your experience away from home lives up to 

your expectations.

The practicality of its measurements does not compromise 

the vehicle’s design and ensures maximum functionality.

It has an upper storage cupboard, a laundry room with an 

extendable shower and a high-quality WC with a removable 

drawer on the outside with pressurized sanitary water.

The sliding entrance door helps habitability, while being her-

metic to the outside.

Feel the natural wood under your feet, its solid construction 

ensures many years of great travel.
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Detail of the hermetic sliding door, 

for a perfect sealing of the bathroom, 

which has a folding window for venti-

lation.
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The vehicle for those who can with 

everything!

The Yosemite concept responds to the 

new generations.

Its 140x198 cm electrically adjustable 

bed will appeal to the most deman-

ding, the vehicle is supplied with a 

140x190 cm removable lower bed, you 

can also equip your Julià Camper with 

a pop-up upper bed with a 120x200 

cm bed.

Pop-up roof bed: 1,20 x 2 m

TO DREAM

Electrical Inside Bed: 1,40 x 1,98 m
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The rear modularity allows you 

to store your precious acces-

sories, there is a specific area to 
store skis, remove the bed and 

you can carry two bicycles in the 

practical optional tray. We work 

with the best accessories to im-

prove practicality.

It comes standard with two 

practical seats in the rear doors 

of the highest quality and. It has 

a pre-installation of an inverter, 

electrical outlets in the garage 

area, prepared to install the new

Lithium batteries, the ideal 

complement for the most de-

manding.

Electrical Inside Bed: 1,40 x 1,98 m

Removable Lower Bed: 1,40 x 1,90 m
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DATASHEET
MESUREMENTS

Length: 5.93 m.

Width: 2.06 m.

Alto: 2,85 m.

MMTA: 3500/4100 Kg.

MOTORIZATION

2.0 CDI 140 Kw (190 CV)

permanent traction 4x4

Torque on demand

Automatic Transmission 9G-TRONIC

Suspension and special four-wheel 
drive

Available in 4x2

VEHICLE EQUIPMENT

Multimedia MBUX 10.5

Browser and Carplay

Camara 360

Faros Led HIgh Performance

front swivels

Tempomat / steering wheel controls

Adjustable leather steering wheel

Heated comfort seats

Thermotronics

Distronic

Mercedes me connectivity
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Colores

CAMPER EQUIPMENT

Homologation 4 seats

Water tank: 150 liters

Lithium Pre-Installation

Placa solar: Mono 180W MTTP

Heating: Truma Combi D6

Refrigerator: 90 liter compressor

electric upper bed

TV pre-installation

USB sockets and 220 V sockets

domestic hot water

cooker 2 burners

dimmer bedroom light

EXTRAS

Elevating roof

Exclusive carbon widenings

Artisan upholstery 

Lower Guards

Off road tires

Rear wheel carrier

Snorkel

LAZER extra lights

300 kg motorcycle carriers

specific bicycle carrier

2 seater isofix

...

Obsidian Black Metallic

Selenite grey metallic

Tenorite Grey Metallic

Blue Gray

Iridium Silver Metallic

Artic White

The equipment shown in the images is not contractual, Julia Camper reserves the right to change the configurations wi-
thout prior notice
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